DELIVERING
EXCEPTIONAL CLEANING
PERFORMANCE
SINCE 1961
SA8 Premium Concentrated Laundry Detergent was among
the first products to be introduced by Amway and debuted in
1961, offering significant advantages over its competitors as:

One of the
biodegradable washing
detergents in the world.

One of the
concentrated detergents for
consumers, so less powder
was needed per wash.

SA8 Premium Concentrated Laundry Detergent continues
to deliver powerful cleaning performance today, fuelled by our
patented BIOQUEST FORMULA™, providing a high-quality
clean that’s easy on sensitive skin as well as safe for you, the
ones you love and the environment.

Super
concentrated
formula

Water soluble,
effervescing
crystals

SUPER CONCENTRATED

SA8 Premium Concentrated Laundry
Detergent offers more washes per box so
you use less.

DETERGENT

3KG

12g

=
250

WASHES

Removes greasy
and oily stains

No harmful residue
that irritates sensitive
skin

BIOQUEST FORMULA

SA8 Premium Concentrated Laundry
Detergent is powered by the
BIOQUEST FORMULA and contains
high active, bio-based ingredients from
natural resources like coconut, citrus
fruits and minerals.

Corrosion inhibitor
protects metal parts
of clothing and
appliances

Biodegradable and
dermatologicallytested formula

SAFER CHOICE LABEL

The Safer Choice label indicates that the
product has been tested by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and does not contain chemicals that
may present potential health or
environmental effects.

CHOOSING THE
RIGHT DETERGENT
MATTERS

The key to achieving a deep clean when you do your laundry is choosing the right detergent. There are a variety of detergent options
that can meet the unique needs of your family.

IS YOUR DETERGENT MEETING YOUR CLEANING NEEDS?
PROs

CONs

• You can measure out how
much you need. Economical.
• Dissolves fairly quickly for
short washes.

• It is the most common type of
detergent, so care must be taken
when choosing one to use.

Washing Tablets

• It’s easy to measure out the
correct amount to use,
thanks to its pill-like form.

• Not as effective on quick washes as
tablets take time to dissolve.

Liquid Detergent

• Great for short, low
temperature washes as it
easily dissolves.

• Easy to spill and is messy.
• Easy to use too much, which may
actually reduce cleaning performance.

Liquid Capsules

• No measuring, just sit capsule
inside the wash drum.

• Messy when capsules split, and liquid
is also a big skin irritant.

DETERGENT STYLE
Washing Powder

After deciding on a detergent, there are a host of extra cleaning agents like stain removers and pre-wash boosters that can add to
cleaning performance. Just keep the following in mind:

Use a Pre-wash Treatment

which adds a concentrated squirt of
detergent before clothes go into the
wash and is a good idea if you want to
target particularly dirty areas like shirt
cuffs. Try the SA8 PreWash Spray Soil
& Stain Remover which is a convenient
and environmentally-friendly aerosol, safe
for any washable, colourfast fabric.

Add a Wash Booster

which adds cleaning agents, often
including oxygen bleach, to your wash
and helps increase the effectiveness of
your detergent. Try the SA8 All Fabric
Bleach which effectively tackles
deep-seated stains in your laundry to
restore clean garments.
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